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Too much money is being spent on new computer systems without
any idea of what the new systems can do. The large expenditures for
computer hardware necessitate obtaining the maximum performance for
every dollar spent, in order for the computer system to be cost effective.
This research effort explores the process of selecting, implementing,
and using a hardware monitor to measure the performance of a university
computer system. Information about the work being performed by the
computer system was obtained without the use of a special software
monitor, instead the System Management Facilities data files were read
to obtain job stream data.
System performance profiles were obtained to indicate the utiliza-
tion of system resources. Recommendations are made to isolate the
cause of the central processing unit waiting for the selector channel to
complete input/output operations , which would improve the overall per-
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I. INTRODUCTION
From the available literature on the evaluation of a computer
system, it appears that everyone agrees that technology has pushed
hardware development far beyond the limits of current evaluation tech-
niques. Before the complete relationships between system components
can be understood and system elements can be rearranged for improved
performance, the analyst must know what the system is doing, what
resources it is using, and why it is using them. Many of these questions
can be answered by using hardware and software monitors to measure
the operation of a computer system. For example, C. Dudley Warner
[Ref. 1] details the needs for, and- advantages of system evaluation
using a hardware monitor.
Donald R. Deese [Ref. 2] describes as a must, the determina-
tion of the user environment when measuring the performance of a compu-
ter system. Thus, it was necessary to develop a program to record the
workload being placed upon the computer system during periods of
measurement. This program served as the software monitor for the
experiments performed
.
A number of sources in the available literature suggest a sys-
tem performance measurement experiment that should be made. This
experiment essentially measures the average utilization of components
and sets of components. The systems analyst uses this information to

balance the computer system and eliminate bottlenecks which are re-
ducing system efficiency. A guide is provided to aid the systems
analyst in interpreting the results of a system performance profile.
This thesis presents results of several system performance pro-
files that were performed on the IBM 360 Model 67 at the Naval Post-





The almost complete lack of information regarding the performance
of a modern computing system and how to improve that performance was
the prime motivation for undertaking the evaluation of the IBM 360 at
this institution. Again and again the students heard that the load on the
school's computer was an unknown factor and performance could not be
measured without data on this workload.
During the summer of 1971 this institution acquired a hardware
monitor to measure the performance of its computer system. This pro-
vided the equipment to begin this thesis project and a glimpse at the
problems encountered when implementing and using a hardware monitor.
Before steps can be taken to optimize the performance of a compu-
ter system using a hardware monitor, a specific hardware monitor must
be selected. Donald R. Deese [Ref. 2] stated that best results are
obtained from any measurement device when the objectives of that
measurement are clearly understood. Knowing what the hardware monitor
will measure and how it will be used, are the first steps towards im-
proving performance. Like all computer system hardware there are
numerous sources for purchasing, leasing, or obtaining service of a
hardware monitor. Hardware monitors come in all sizes, shapes, and
price ranges. Just choosing a hardware monitor is a formidable task.
This thesis provides a guide to selection of a specific hardware monitor.

Implementation of a hardware monitor can be filled with problems .
Determining what staff is required to use this new equipment is most
critical to the successful measurement of computer performance.
Mark J. McGrew, Executive Vice President, Allied Computer Technology,
in correspondence with the author, stated that the ideal candidate for
the use of measurement equipment is a data processing professional with
eight to twelve years experience in system programming and application
design. A secondary objective of this paper is to explore the complex
problems encountered when implementing a hardware monitor.
What measurements to make with a hardware monitor is surely the
most crucial objective of this paper. Specific experiments are described
and sources of further information on what to measure are discussed.

Ill . SELECTING A HARDWARE MONITOR
This section is concerned with the selection of a hardware monitor
from the numerous devices that are available today. Mr. L. E. Hart
[Ref. 3] provides an alphabetical listing of the various companies
involved in computer evaluation with which he has had experience.
Software and hardware devices for computer evaluation are listed in this
guide. It is an excellent starting point for the manager who is not aware
of the companies producing hardware monitors. Letters were sent to the
firms listed by Mr. Hart and descriptions of the products of the firms
who responded are included in this section.
Before discussing the selection of a monitor, the major compo-
nents of a hardware monitor will be discussed. A hardware monitor is
composed of four major components. The^probes or sensors of the hard-
ware monitor unit attach to the host computer system to sense the occur-
rence of signals in the host without degrading the performance of that
host system. The logic panel of the monitor unit then combines -the "*—
^
probe inputs logically according to the user-connected patch board.
The accumulators serve as the memory for the hardware unit during each
recording interval. The accumulators are used to store such values as
the percent utilization, occurrences of an event during the interval, or
total number of occurrences of an event. The last component, a record -
ing unit, serves as the permanent memory of the monitor unit. It is
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usually a magnetic tape device, but may be only a paper tape
printer on less sophisticated devices.
Some type of data reduction program is normally applied to the
measurement results stored on the recording unit to produce a series of
analysis and summary graphs and tables of the host computer system's
operations. The analyst now has a graphic presentation of exactly
what the host system is doing with its available resources. Figure 1
is a typical hardware monitor system in block form. The rest of this
section describes how to select the components of a hardware monitor.
The selection of a particular model hardware monitor is much like
the selection of any piece of computer hardware. Mr. A.J. Bonner
[ Ref . 4] points out the dangers inherent in the wide choice of compat-
ible hardware units . One can easily "tailor-make" a very inefficient
complex system. Spending more is not the key to success with any
computer hardware acquisition, and hardware monitors follow this trend.
Components must be selected for the monitor which will meet the needs
of the individual data center. Output devices for hardware monitors
range from simple paper tapes to high speed magnetic tape units. Some
monitors have software packages which take the raw data and prepare
finished reports for management use. One manufacturer even offers a
monitor package which produces simulated hardware monitor data from
a simulated computer system. The computer center manager can thus
explore configuration changes with his hardware monitor. This particular


















Figure 1. Hardware Monitor System
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Mr. Donald R. Deese [Ref. 2 J states that without exception it
has been his experience that the best results can be obtained in optim-
izing the performance of a computer system by use of a hardware monitor
when specific problem areas have been defined. The monitor is then
used to find the cause of these problems. The worst results are obtained
when the user monitors his system with no goals in mind. The deter-
mination of evaluation goals is the key to success in any measurement
of the computer system performance. Spending fifty thousand dollars
for the best hardware monitor available will not provide the solution to
any performance problem.
Hardware monitors are available for sale, for lease, and service
bureau firms even offer to operate your equipment or bring in their own
monitoring equipment. Mr. C. D. Warner I Ref. U believes that the
large mainframe manufacturers of computer hardware will not enter the
hardware monitor market. The different performance obtained by users
of the same computer system is likened to the wide ranges in gasoline
mileage reported by owners of similar cars. Specifically, the environ-
ment at each computer center is a major factor in determining the per-
formance of any computer system. Mr. Warner also emphasizes the
problem of identifying the problems in your computer system. A list of
needs and intended applications should be used as a basis for evaluating
the products of various manufacturers . Unlike the mainframe hardware
which is mostly rented, hardware monitors are today mostly purchased.
This is undoubtedly because of their smaller cost and the smaller assets




Besides the vast differences in the output equipment available for
hardware monitors, there is a vast difference in capabilities of the
basic counter and integrating units. All monitors consist of a set of
probes, which passively monitor the computer system signals, and a
logic unit, which takes the signals received and logically combines
them prior to producing results. The physical size of the monitor de-
vices varies from huge one thousand pound monsters , which are barely
portable units, to small units about the size of a portable record player.
The larger units include an internal magnetic tape drive and printer as
well as multiple programable logic plugboards. Modular construction
of some hardware monitors offers the manager the easiest choice. A
small and less expensive basic unit can be purchased. Multiples of
the same units along with higher speed and greater capacity data reduc-
tion units can be added at a later date as the knowledge and needs in-
crease. Many manufacturers offer units which exchange data with
similar units . Thus , the information which one logic panel calculates
from several probe points can be passed to a similar logic panel for
further processing.
Careful consideration should be given to the size of the logic
plugboards of each hardware monitor. A device which can accept the
inputs of thirty probes but contains a limited number of FAN OUTS, AND
gates, OR gates, and INVERTERS will be of limited value. Another diffi-
culty can arise if there are frequent changes made in the wiring of logic
boards because mistakes occur in rewiring and experiments are delayed.
14

The final configuration of a logic board for an experiment should be re-
corded for future checking as well as for repetition of the same experi-
ment in the future
.
The following four subsections describe the hardware monitors of
four manufacturers. They are Boole & Babbage, Compress, Computer
Synectics
,
and Allied Computer Technology. These four manufacturers
supplied the information presented in reply to correspondence inquiring
about their system. The information from each firm is necessarily sales




Boole & Babbage produce a computer hardware measurement device
which they call the Measurement Engine. This monitor features a com-
pact size and small initial cost for the basic event monitor and printer
units. A magnetic tape unit is also available as an option. The logic
capability of the event monitor's plugboard may be extended by an
optional larger plugboard. Modularity of design enables multiple event
monitors to share signals from the measurement probes. This institution
has two event monitors and one printer. Section V details the features
of the Measurement Engine.
B. DYNAPROBE
Compress produces a line of hardware measurement devices which
they refer to as Dynaprobe. Dynaprobe-7700 is a modular line of
15

computer performance monitors. The minimum number of counters is six,
which are six digits wide, and can be expanded up to a maximum of
eighteen electromechanical or electronic counters which are 12 digits
wide. Extended FANOUT, AND, OR, and NOR logic is provided by the
D-7719 Supplementary Probe/Logic Unit. This unit also provided addi-
tional probe receivers and additional hexadecimal decoding capability.
The D-7712 Output Printer provides the capability for unattended opera-
tion of the D-7700. Printer formats include both columnar and (graphic)
histogram reporting of monitor readings. Readings may be obtained at
preset intervals or asynchronously, under host event control. The D-7720
Comparator extends the capability of the Compress computer performance
measurement systems. It compares multi-bit data with predetermined
values, passing the results of the comparison to the Dynaprobe. No
unit of the D-7700 series is larger than 10" x 19" x 10" and the heaviest
unit weighs 49 pounds. Probes are capable of sensing pulses from
±0.25 to ±60 volts with a 30-nanosecond sensitivity. Price for the
D-7700 ranges from $5000 for the six counter unit to $10000 for the
eighteen counter unit. The other D series units are extra with the excep-
tion of the probes which are provided with every unit.
The D-7800 series is a newer member of the Compress line.
Coupled with DYNAPAR data reduction software and the largest library
of probe points available, the D-7800 represents a computer management
tool of the first rank. The Dynaprobe-7800 is composed of the D-7816
Monitor and Magnetic Tape Buffer and the D-7817 Magnetic Tape Unit.
16

The D-7816 Monitor provides sixteen ten-digit counters to accumulate
time or count readings of up to thirty-two probed system functions. The
contents of the sixteen counters are written to the D-7817 Tape Drive
under manual or logic control along with the contents of the D-7816 Real
Time Clock and the settable identification register. Readings produced
on the IBM-compatible D-7817 Tape are input to the selected DYNAPAR
program to structure the accumulated data into systems performance
reports which facilitate analysis by the user. D-7800 is fully buffered.
Counts are not lost while tape records are written. The Real Time Clock
has precision to seven decimal digits and resolution to the nearest 0.
1
second. A ten-digit display register shows the contents of any data
register, the Clock or the ID Register. DYNAMAP Program Profile is a
feature which provides program activity indicating core areas measured
and the percentage of time that the program spent in each area. The
D-7816 and the D-7817 weigh 145 pounds and are priced at $25000.
The D-7900 series is the top of the Compress Monitor Line. The
D-7817 Magnetic Tape Unit is combined with the D-7916 Monitor/Tape
Buffer to form the basic performance monitor system. The major differ-
ence in the D-7800 and the D-79 00 monitor units appears to be the addi-
tion of twelve variable speed counters on the D-7916 Monitor. Twelve
single bit variable speed counters expand the capacity of the D-7916
counters from sixteen to twenty-eight. Each variable speed counter may
be scaled with D-7916 Logic Panel Scalers (the size of the Scaler con-
structed determines the accumulating rate-up to 20 Mhz). The weight
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of the monitor and tape unit is the same as the D-7800 series and the
price is $27000 for the D-7916 Monitor/Tape Buffer and the D-7817
Magnetic Tape Unit.
The D-8000 Programmed Monitor is the ultimate in hardware moni-
toring. It is a 16-bit programable mini-computer. The D-7900 series
unit is the basis for measurements, but now control is performed by the
D-8011 Data Handler. The D-7916 Monitors are multiplexed through
the D-7818 Multiplexor along with the D-8011 Data Handler. This com-
bines the measurement data on one tape. The analyst can measure hard-
ware and software activity and event sequencing. Mr. D. R. Deese of
Compress described the D-8000 as an "add-on" to the D-7900. Its
price is $23000, which makes the basic monitor system cost over $50000.
C. SYSTEM UTILIZATION MONITOR
System Utilization Monitor (SUM) is the hardware monitor line of
Computer Synectics. SUM connects directly to all major computer manu-
facturers' equipment without special interfaces or hardware modifications.
Monitoring points in the user's system are defined by Computer Synectics.
Emphasis is placed on the ease with which reports are made by the
accompanying software package. An exclusive feature of SUM is a
sensor simulator unit which enables the user to checkout patch panel
logic before making a measurement run on the computer.
Sixteen hardware counters are standard with up to thirty-two
counters being available as an option. In addition to the hardware
counters, nineteen software counters are also available. Time is kept

by a software clock if the hardware clock option is not installed in the
user's unit. Twenty sensors are standard with forty sensors available
as an option. Up to twenty data comparators may be added to measure
directly all types of parallel-word data for memory or storage mapping.
A software clock is standard, but an optional hardware clock is
available with a key interlock. This allows direct simplified correlation
of real time operation logs of the host computer.
The most unique feature of the SUM system is the Configuration
Simulator. It is one of the major features incorporated into Computer
Synectics' Advanced SUM Analysis Program (A-SUMDAP). A-SUMDAP is
supplied with the SUM unit, thus allowing the user to combine hardware
monitoring techniques for data collection with software data reduction
analysis programs to provide total performance reporting. Using the
initial SUM measurements of the host computer system as a base, the
Configuration Simulator enables the user to apply simulation techniques
to areas of questionable performance. The Configuration Simulator pro-
duces the same management reports that the SUM unit normally produces,
but the performance is based on the calculation of the configuration's
effect on system functions. Faster and slower CPU's, faster and slower
tape and disk storage, and reconfiguration of devices on selector
channels are only a few of the possible applications for this feature.
The price of SUM varies from $21000 to $50000 depending upon options.
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D. COMPUTER PERFORMANCE MONITOR II
Computer Performance Monitor II (CPM-II) is the hardware product
of Allied Computer Technology. The CPM-II is equipped with twenty
measurement probes and sixteen counters to measure the activity of
system functions. Each counter is ten decimal digits wide. Counters
can measure the length of time a function is active or count the number
of times a function occurred.
A 450 hub removable control panel provides the connection between
the probes and the counters. It provides the ability to logically combine
functions. An internal hardware clock provides 24 hour measurement of
time down to 100 microseconds. The SUM unit is capable of producing
a tape report every 100 milliseconds. A visual display of any of the ten
digit decimal counters is instantly available for intermediate readings
and for diagnostic check-out.
A nine track, 800 bpi, 20kc, synchronous tape recorder with a
1200 foot reel capacity is provided with each CPM-II. A Comparator
Feature provides as an option 24 bit comparison at a 200 nanosecond
rate. It may be used to facilitate subroutine timing, memory utilization
measurements, and other previously opaque measurements. Edge transi-
tion triggers provide the ability to recognize both signal transitions.
Larger hub control panels and additional counters are available along
with other options which enable the user to tailor the CPM-II to his
needs. This system is 48" x 39" x 49" and weighs 450 pounds. It is not
as portable as the Dynaprobe, Boole & Babbage, or the SUM product lines.
20

CPM - II is priced at $43000 for an average unit depending on
options selected.
Figure 2 is a summary of the four systems that have just been
explored in detail. These four systems are not necessarily the best
ones available. Several other excellent monitor systems are available.
Clasco Systems produces X-RAY which is comparable in size to the SUM
system and appears to offer about the same options . X-RAY does offer
up to 96 sensors and 32 counters which are 32 digits wide. It is a
mini-computer like the Dynaprobe-8000 series and surely has a price
tage in the $50000 range.
IBM produced the first widely known hardware unit, the Basic
Counting Unit. For a short time it was available at no charge to IBM
customers to make basic performance measurements. IBM people in the
field were not well trained in its use. Basic measurements designed to
search for a balanced system were made, but it was not always obvious
what the results meant and what should be done to get a balanced sys-
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The manufacturers' manuals provide the initial guide to imple-
menting a hardware monitor. Generally, a manufacturer will provide
manuals on two levels. First, there will be the technical wiring manuals.
These, like logic manuals of the mainframe manfacturers , are of little
use to the system analyst who is doing the measuring experiments. The
second level of manuals is often referred to as the "cookbook" approach
manuals. In this type of manual, specific measurements are described
to familiarize the user with the actual attachment of the monitor to the
host computer system. Some manufacturers suggest in their advertising
that their cookbooks will enable the user to measure any problem area
and improve the performance of his computer system. No computer center
manager should ever be misled by this type of wild claim. The hardware
monitor is a versatile measurement device, but it is not a "cure-all" for
inefficient computer system operations.
All large computer hardware manufacturers offer numerous operator
training courses. The manufacturers of hardware monitors are no excep-
tion to this industry trend. It is important to remember that these courses
are operator training courses and not courses in how to measure a com-
plex modern computer system. Generally, the courses are of one weeks
duration and will ensure that the trainee can push the right buttons and
handle minor problems involved in equipment hook up.
23

Since Mr. D. R. Deese [Ref. 2] suggests that one person should
be in charge of the measurement effort, this person is the best choice to
attend the manufacturer's training course. He emphasizes that hard-
ware expertise is not required for monitor measurement experiments and
that it is much more important for the user to have a solid background
in systems design and operations . He will then get a better idea of the
limitations, as well as the capabilities, of the hardware monitor. Care-
ful planning of the problem areas to be explored prior to attendance of
the training course will enable the analyst to seek answers to the in-
evitable questions.
Every source of information on hardware monitors points to the
lack of system degradation as the key advantage to using a hardware
monitor. This advantage can quickly be lost if the daily operations of
the computer center are disturbed by open hardware cabinets and probe
cables draped over everything in the equipment area. A little extra
time is required to lift floor panels or ceiling tiles , but then nobody
will trip on probe wire. This not only ruins the measurement experiment,
but probes are directly connected to computer contact pins. Breaking a
pin on a plugboard can ruin the whole day's production efforts.
Every manufacturer has a library of probe points for the major
computer systems. If the person selected to perform the measurement
experiments is a qualified system analyst, he will have little trouble
finding the probe points in the host system. Major computer manufac-
turers lay out their hardware contact pins in a matrix fashion. Each
24

letter or number in the identification number of a probe point is a dimen-
sion in the matrix. The individual components of a computer system have
these identification numbers permanently affixed to their frames, doors,
plugboards, and individual pin locations. The hardware monitor manu-
facturer will provide procedures to check out probe hook ups prior to
measurement experiments.
Nothing will negate carefully planned experiments faster than
probe connections on the wrong points . Faulty information from the manu-
facturer is the least probable, but hardest error to discover. A machine
modification or a physical error in probe placement by the user are the
more likely sources of errors. Hardware expertise might not be neces-
sary, but basic electrical cautions and practices must be followed.
Lack of adequate grounding of probe points is another common source of
errors
.
Conclusions drawn from measurement experiments should be based
on extensive sampling. Short samples can be influenced by unusual
jobs, or a device that is malfunctioning. Initial checkout of experiments
designed by the user should include multiple measurement of the same
activity, since this is an easy form of verifying the measurements.
25

V. DESCRIPTION OF THE HARDWARE MONITOR AT NPS
This section describes the hardware monitor purchased by this
institution and delivered in the summer of 1971. The unit at this
computer center consists of two ME- 10 11 Event Monitors and a ME-2011
Measurement Printer. The hardware monitor is manufactured by Boole &
Babbage, Incorporated and is referred to as a Measurement Engine.
Their Measurement Engine product line consists of a variety of
hardware measurement tools which can be configured by the user to
analyze specific performance problems. The measurement engine com-
ponents are of modular design which enables the user to expand his
system as his needs or desires for-more measurement tools increase.
This institution is now going through such an expansion process;
consideration is being given to purchasing a tape unit to record greater
volumes of data.
The controlling module in the Measurement Engine System is the
ME- 1011 Event Monitor. The Event Monitor uses passive probes to
monitor and record electronic signals generated by the host computer
system. These signals are then logically combined in a user-determined
manner to visually and graphically display the desired measurements.
The Event Monitor can be supported by a variety of peripheral output
devices, but a Measurement Printer is the only device at this institution.
Each Event Monitor contains six counters with 10**4 count capa-
bility, although a 10**6 count capability is optional. Under logic
26

plugboard control, counters may be cascaded within a single Event
Monitor or between multiple Event Monitors. Counters may operate in
one of three modes: Percent Utilization Mode (over the specified time
periods), Counts per Interval Mode (counting over the specified time
period) , or Total Counts Mode ( counting over externally controlled time
period). Counters can operate in any of these three modes individually
or collectively.
The Event Monitor is equipped with a removable logic plugboard
which allows the user to perform logical operations with measurement
probe signals. Logic capabilities include 12 ANDs, eight ORs, 12
INVERTERS, four FANOUTS, and two SET/RESET latches (flipflops).
Probe and counter controls also appear on the logic plugboards, which
allow activation of probes or setting of counters when a desired signal
is sensed. A second plugboard is shown as Figure 3.
Ten customer-selected recording interval ranges are available on
each Event Monitor. Ranges are available as multiples of .8333 seconds
Standard intervals are 5 seconds, 15 seconds, 30 seconds; 1, 5, 15,
and 30 minutes; and 1,4, and 8 hours. Custom options are available,
but are not on this center's monitor.
Display is by direct readout of percent utilization with autoposi-
tioned decimal point, and two-digit interval count; or four-digit display
of count with overflow indicator. Buffer storage holds the readings for
transmission to recording peripherals.
27

Figure 3 . Logic Plugboard
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Basic clock frequency is 192.00 KHz. Recording interval is
digitally programmed from minimum of 0.8333 seconds up to 2**16
multiples of the minimum recording interval.
A Counter Function switch allows selection of the three modes of
counter operation for each counter. Six push buttons allow selection of
the specific counter to be displayed on the visual display tubes . The
Event Monitor can be reset to the start conditions at any time by a
single push button.
Eight ME- 20 11 Measurement Probes are furnished with each Event
Monitor. A maximum of 16 probes can be used by each Event Monitor.
Each probe makes three friction connections to wire-wrap pins of the
host computer. The connections are signal, signal voltage, and refer-
ence voltage. Maximum frequency is ten megahertz and minimum pulse
width is 50 nanoseconds.
Each Event Monitor is 16-7/8" wide, 4-1/16" high, and 11-13/16"
deep. Each Event Monitor weighs 20 pounds. Multiple Event Monitors
stack one upon the other. The face of an Event Monitor is shown as
Figure 4
.
The ME-2011 Measurement Printer is the sole source of output
from the monitor system at this center. It produces a paper tape which
is 3-7/16" wide and must be torn from the roll to remove data. Seven
lines are printed for each measurement interval, one line per counter,
and one line to identify the source Event Monitor. The face of a Measure-










































































Figure 4. ME- 10 11 Event Monitor
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Boole S Babbaae ME-20II PRINTER
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VI. SYSTEM MANAGEMENT FACILITIES AS A SOFTWARE MONITOR
System Management Facilities (SMF) is an optional feature of the
System/360 Operating System that can be selected at system generation
in conjunction with Multiprogramming with a Variable Number of Tasks
(MVT). SMF collects system and job information as well as providing
exits to installation-supplied routines. Although SMF is designed for
gathering job accounting information, it also collects significant
information to be a fairly sophisticated software monitor, especially
when used to supplement a hardware monitor.
SMF gathers statistics on every job step processed for later data
reduction by routines supplied by the installation. Jobs can be moni-
tored throughout the system and exits taken when installation-defined
conditions are met. Statistics gathered on job and job-step perform-
ance can be used by installation-written management information pro-
grams reporting system efficiency, performance, and usage. SMF
provides control program exits that can be used by installation-written
routines to monitor jobs at specific points as they are processed. These
routines can enforce installation standards such as: identification,
priority, resource allocation, and maximum execution time. Since the
need for such statistics and control standards varies so widely, SMF
provides a great deal of flexibility. SMF must be specified at system




The manual, Planning for System Management Facilities [Ref. 5] ,
provides an introduction to SMF concepts, system requirements, and
operations. The chapter, System Management Facilities [Ref. 6 ] , of
the Operating System Programmer's Guide for the System/360 provides
the information necessary to access the actual SMF data set which
is located on disk prior to any reformatting according to installation-
written routines.
SMF degrades system throughput depending on the options
selected by the installation and the efficiency of the exit routines





VII. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PROFILE
Bonner [Ref. 4 J, Boole & Babbage IRef. 7] , and Cockrum and
Crockett IRef. 8] all suggest that the first performance measurement
experiment should be a system profile. A system performance profile is
essentially the measurement of the average activity level of system
components
. This section details the indicators of a system perform-
ance profile and what corrective action should be taken to achieve a
more balanced system.
The logic capabilities of the hardware monitor are used to measure
CPU and I/O overlap, CPU and channel active, selector channel active
only, CPU active only, CPU wait state and channel active , and activity
of the individual major components. The objective of this type of experi-
ment is to seek components that are either overworked or under utilized.
The rationale for multiprogrammed computer systems is to make better
use of the system resources by having more than one job step active at
a time. The system profile experiment is designed to measure this utili-
zation of system resources.
Now that several experiments have been completed, the hardest
job is ahead of the user. The results of the experiments must be analyzed
and recommendations must be made to achieve the desired objectives.
Cockrum and Crockett IRef. 8] discuss the basic indicators of system
utilization that the user should look for in his experimental measurements.
Much of the following paragraphs is taken from their paper.
34-

The basic indicators to look for in interpreting the system perform-
ance profile are small channel overlap, channel imbalance, high channel
utilization, large wait only, and large CPU active only. Each of these
indicators will now be discussed in greater detail along with possible
solutions to the indicated problem area.
The probable reason for small channel overlap, even when the
channel utilization is high, is poor device placement on the channels.
This results in sequential operation of the devices as a job step exe-
cutes and requires these devices. This indicator suggests that the con-
trol units and devices should be monitored to determine which devices
and data sets should be moved. A new system profile would then be
taken to verify the expected results of a system configuration change.
The configuration simulator which is offered with the SUM monitor sys-
tem would be an excellent way to check out such proposed changes with-
out adversely affecting the daily production requirements placed on a
computer system. As a side note, both Cockrum and Crockett are em-
ployed by Computer Synectics , who manufacture SUM.
A small channel overlap when the utilization of the channels is low
is a prime indicator that all the work could be placed on one channel
without adversely affecting the processing of system work. The user
must be careful that the period or periods he used to conclude that acti-
vity was low, were not unusual. This is about the time that the user of
a hardware monitor begins to see the need for real time information on
the system load during monitoring.
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If the channel utilization is high, but the channel load is not
balanced, the device activity needs to be measured to determine which
devices should be moved. Again, any reconfiguration must be verified
by another system profile. The case for continued monitoring after a
^configuration cannot be overemphasized. Changes in the basic job
stream and any modifications to operating systems or even operating
procedures can have startling effects on the performance of a modern
computer system. Nobody can ever claim to understand the implications
of any change made in the environment in which the computer system
operates
.
Low channel utilization and channel imbalance would indicate
that all the work could be placed on a single channel. Yes, hardware
monitoring may reveal that you do not really need new equipment and
your old system is not being utilized to anything approaching its capa-
city. A side benefit of monitoring is checking that system components
are performing as the manufacturer advertised they would. A card reader
that is not quite up to rated input rates can slow down the slowest part
of any computer system.
High channel utilization indicates that system data sets should be
examined. There may be a problem as to which routines are resident in
core and which are maintained as non-resident. A measurement should
be made to determine transfer time into core of system routines relative
to device activity. If the transfer time is high and the current devices
are not going to be replaced with higher speed devices, then make all
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system routines non-resident and measure their activity to determine
which routines should be resident. Such experimenting with system
configuration is essential if improvements are to be obtained. Unfortu-
nately, there is no universally best method to operate a computer system
and achieve efficient performance at a minimum cost. Another good
thing to remember is that maximizing the performance of a system and
the reduction of operating costs are often competing interests . Efficient
operation of the installed equipment is most likely the goal of most
system performance monitoring today.
Another possible cause for high channel utilization is record
blocking in data sets on direct access devices. Measurements of I/O
device utilizations and examination of the data sets on each device
should be made to determine data sets in which a larger number of
records could be placed in each block to increase the efficiency of
access
.
If the system performance profile shows a large amount of wait
only time for the CPU, the (disk arm) SEEK-only time should be measured
If a large portion of the wait and no channel busy time is SEEK-only
time, this indicates the system is waiting for seeks on the direct access
devices. The direct access devices should be measured to determine
which data sets are poorly placed and thus causing the arm contention
on the direct access device. The console log can be used to correlate
seek times with programs active . This correlation can be a help in
determining that a particular partitioned data set has excessive arm
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movement between the sequential sets. Seek time can be reduced by
rearranging data sets on the same disk pack or moving data sets to
different disk packs.
If the SEEK-only time is insignificant, operation problems are
indicated. Possible causes are difficult operator set-up procedures,
too few operators, poor job scheduling, etc. Measurements should be
made as to the amount of not ready time for each device during the day.
If a large amount of not ready time is discovered, operation problems
or equipment malfunctions are indicated.
Large CPU active only time and a low CPU-Channel overlap indi-
cate that effective multiprogramming is not taking place. This does
not indicate that the computer is not capable of multiprogramming. The
job stream may not contain the balance of computer and I/O bound jobs
needed to take advantage of multiprogramming. Improper location of
data sets can force the most powerful multiprogramming system to spend
all its time searching for the required data sets. Most university com-
puter systems are presented with programs that are just plain inefficiently
written. The beginning computer programmer cannot and does not con-
sider making his programs conducive to multiprogramming. Care must
be taken that system performance profiles are gathered using job streams
that reflect the typical job stream of the host computer system.
The following section describes the system performance profiles
obtained at this institution. The indicators of system balance are pre-
sented and corrective action is recommended to balance the system.
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Dr. G. Carlson {Ref. 9] lists some typical, very preliminary
measurements for an IBM 360 installation. These measurements are
presented here as Figure 6. Later in this work the observed values for
similar preliminary measurements for this institution's IBM 360 are
tabulated.
Event Percentage Active
CPU active (no slow speed bulk core) 20-50%
CPU active (with 4X slower bulk core) 40-70%
Selector channel active (disks) 20-40%
Selector channel active (tapes) 2-15%
Multiplexor channel active 0- 5%
Console typewriter 10-20%
Large core storage busy 10-25%
Supervisor state 25-40%
Supervisor state as a percentage of CPU busy 40-60%




When the Boole & Babbage Measurement Engines and Printer were
delivered to this institution, there were very few of them in existence.
This firm is noted for its software monitors and has just recently ex-
panded into the hardware monitor manufacturing business. They now
offer a complete measurement package to their customers . The manual
received with this unit was of the first level discussed in this paper—
it was an engineer's manual of how the box worked. A cookbook type of
manual was on the way, but had not yet been completed.
The receipt of the second level manual {Ref. 3 J did not open new
and easy avenues to the measurement of the 360 at this institution.
Rather, it provided a detailed account of how to implement the system
profile measurement described in section VII. Probe points for the IBM
360/65 (which are a subset of those of the 360/67) are identified and
their location in a typical system layout is pinpointed. The configuration
for the logic panel of the measurement engine for each suggested experi-
ment is presented in a standard electrical engineering diagram of the
logic gates and their connections. This is not of great value when try-
ing to configure the logic board of the monitor. A form is used at this
institution, which is a diagram of the logic panel with no connections
made, to plan proposed experiments. This form is shown as Figure 3 in
section V, and is much easier to use than the logic diagrams.
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The current edition of the applications manual for the Measurement
Engine contains several other experiments for a System 360. Those
experiments which were performed are explained in detail later in this
section.
Two of the earlier system performance profiles were invalidated
by accidents , which are typical of the problems that an institution will
face with its first hardware monitor. The paper jammed in the printer
shortly after a new roll of paper was inserted. This was good enough
to necessitate a call for help to the manufacturer and several days
lost time. One later experiment designed to obtain a typical days
activities was thwarted when the operator turned the Measurement Engine
on, but did not turn the printer on. This was just a lack of good com-
munication between the monitor user and the computer system operator
as to what the former wanted done. Making measurements which verify
themselves saved this institution from performing experiments with a
faulty monitor. It is always necessary to eliminate the possibility that
the monitor malfunctions and produces incorrect results before any actual
measurements are made. The fault was quickly repaired and the Measure-
ment Engine was back in operation.
A. EXPERIMENT 1
The first successful system performance profile was conducted
over a four hour period using a selected interval of fifteen minutes. The
hardware monitor integrates the percent active over each interval for each
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counter. Every fifteen minutes the printer records the percent utiliza-
tion and the monitor resets, ready to measure the next interval.
The IBM Model 67 configuration is shown in Figure 7. Figure 8
indicates how resources are split when CP/CMS time sharing is active,
which is 1200-1600 hours on week days. The drum storage is used by
OS, when CP/CMS is not operating, for the Quickrun system. This is
designed to obtain higher paging rates and reduce system overhead.
The three probes used were: CPU manual mode, CPU in wait state,
and Selector Channel two active. The actual pin locations probed are
listed in Appendix C on the diagram of the logic patchboard used in this
experiment.
Six events were measured by the logical combination of the signals
from the three probes listed in the preceding paragraph. These events
were: Computer not in manual mode, CPU in wait state, CPU in wait
and Selector Channel two busy, CPU active and Selector Channel two
busy. Three additional events were calculated by the program Hardware
Graph. These events were: CPU active, Selector Channel two only
active, and the CPU only in wait. (Selector Channel two only active
means the Selector Channel two active AND CPU in wait state. This
indicates system is waiting for I/O completion. CPU only in wait means
both the CPU AND Selector Channel two are inactive. This indicates no
system activity.)
The three events CPU active only, Selector Channel two active,







































PRINTER KEYBOARD 1052-7 X
PRINTER KEYBOARD 1052-7
PROCESSOR STORAGE 2365-12 X
PROCESSOR STORAGE 2365-12 X
PROCESSOR STORAGE 2365-12
DRUM STORAGE 2301
DISK STORAGE 2311 (8)
DISK STORAGE 2314 X
TAPE UNITS 2402-1 X
CARD READER 2501-B2 X
CARD READ PUNCH 2540
PLOTTER 765 (2) X
PRINTER 1403-N1 (2) X









Figure 8. Computer Resource Allocation Under CP/CMS
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(CPU active only means CPU active and Selector Channel two inactive.
This indicates CPU is computing while I/O is inactive.) They should
total 100%. This reveals that the intended probe points are probably
the ones that are being measured.
Figure 9 is an example of the graphic output that Hardware Graph,
which is listed in Appendix A, produces. Hardware Graph produces
graphs for each of the nine events being monitored in a system profile.
Most data reduction packages produced by the manufacturers of hard-
ware monitors produce similar graphs of the event utilization trends
during the experiment. Such packages also produce tables showing the
actual data gathered by the monitor. Figure 10 shows both a graphic
representation of the percent utilization for the event being measured
and the actual raw data on the end of each bar of the graph. It will be
noted that 100% is represented by 99.99%. Such graphic presentation
of the raw data is far superior to the long tape of four digit numbers
produced by the monitor's printer. See Figure 5 for an example of the
printer tape output. An improvement could be made in this data presenta-
tion by presenting tables for each interval showing several events at
once. This could easily be implemented to fit the needs of the individual
experiment. •
Figure 10 is an example of a system performance profile taken
from the first experiment conducted. Each fifteen minute subinterval
produced a system performance profile. The program Hardware Graph
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Figure 10. System Performance Profile
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graph, like Figure 9. The right hand part of the graph shows which
items should be added together to make a system profile of 100%, thus
indicating the system tradeoffs . It should be noted that the events
CPU Active and channel 2 Busy, which is obtained logically, is the
same as the event Selector Channel two Busy only which is calculated
from other events
.
Figure 11 is the range of results from this first experiment. The
raw data was smoothed, highest and lowest percentages were eliminated,
to produce this figure. The measurements were made from 1000 to 1400
hours, which were the busiest hours of operation. (This fact was ob-
tained from the monthly utilization reports published by the computer
center staff.) Such peaks of system activity can often be obtained from
the System Management Facilities (SMF) reports, thus saving needless
monitoring during periods of low activity.
B. EXPERIMENT 2
Figure 12 shows the results from system performance profile num-
ber two. After experiment one, it was thought that a fifteen minute
measurement interval might be too long to measure the fluctuations of
system performance. A fifteen second interval was used and measure-
ments were taken beginning at 13 00 hours. Twenty-four fifteen-second
intervals were recorded. The results in Figure 12 indicated that the
system was not under heavy load at the time. The anticipated fluctua-
tions did not appear.
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Event Name Percentage Range
Machine not Manual
CPU Wait state
CPU Wait state and Channel 2 Busy
CPU Active and Channel 2 Busy
CPU only Active
Selector Channel 2 Busy
CPU Active
Selector Channel 2 only Busy














CPU Wait state and Channel 2 Busy
CPU Active and Channel 2 Busy
CPU only Active
Selector Channel 2 Busy
CPU Active
Selector Channel 2 only Busy















Figure 13 shows the results of the third system performance profile
experiment. This experiment started at 1400 hours and used a thirty
second recording interval. Twenty-five intervals were recorded, which
is the maximum number of intervals that the subroutine in Appendix A
can currently produce. (The size limitation is due to array dimensioning
and the practicality of getting the graph on one page of computer output.)
It appeared in experiment three that the computer was spending a lot of
time waiting on the completion of input/output operations by the selector
channel.
D. DEVELOPMENT OF SMF GRAPH
It was at this point that it became apparent that information on the
job stream on the machine during experimentation must be obtained. The
program, SMF Graph, which is listed as Appendix B, extracted the
needed data on job stream activity. No software monitor was added to
the system, thus the system was not degraded further by a software
monitor during measurement experiments.
The current SMF file is read and key information is accumulated
about the job steps executing (actually being terminated) during the
measurement period. Care must be taken that the SMF does not com-
plete a file and switch to the alternate disk during the experiment or all
SMF data will be lost. Once a file has been filled it is dumped to a
system program that compacts it and writes it on tape. It is still avail-
able to the user, but the program SMF graph will not be able to read it.
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Event Name Percentage Range
Machine not Manual
CPU Wait state
CPU Wait and Channel 2 Busy
CPU Active and Channel 2 Busy
CPU only Active
Selector Channel 2 Busy
CPU Active
Selector Channel 2 only Busy










Figure 13. Summary of System Profile #3
Generally, this switch occurs during the midnight shift of computer
operations
.
SMF records fourteen different types of records. Reference 6
details their format and contents. Record type four is the job step termi-
nation record. This is the one used by this research and is the source
of job stream data for SMF Graph.
Ideally, one would want to gather statistics on only the resources
expended during the period being monitored, but if the entire experimen-
tation period, in this case eight hours, is broken into large subintervals
,
then job steps terminating during this subinterval are a good indicator
of system activity. Thirty minute subintervals were chosen because the




SMF Graph keeps separate statistics on nine categories of job step
terminations. It does this by extracting the name of the system program
executed by the job step, Fortran G compiler, GPSS, WATFOR, etc. and
then comparing this name with the nine types specified by the user in
variable T1-T9 in its declarations and initializations. The program then
branches to a section and records the desired statistics on this particu-
lar job step termination record. The current version of this program
gathers the following data: initiation time, termination time, program
executed, record type, and CPU seconds used. The user can easily
change the values of T1-T9 and record the above statistics on any sys-
tem program that he is interested in obtaining data upon. The nine
current programs being monitored are: WATFOR, WATFORC, ALGOL,
FORTRAN G COMPILATIONS , FORTRAN LINK STEPS, FORTRAN GO STEPS,
FORTRAN H COMPILATIONS, GPSS, and QUICKRUN. It was determined
from the monthly center usage reports that these categories made up
more than 80% of the jobs being submitted.
Output from SMF Graph includes graphs in the same format as
Figure 9, which show for each subinterval the number of steps that exe-
cuted each of the nine system programs listed above. Graphs are also
presented that indicate what percentage of the total system time used
during the subinterval went to each of the nine program types. In a
multiprogramming system, if one records the initiation to termination
time of all the job steps executed during an interval and divides it by
the actual clock time elapsed during the interval, an approximation to
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the number of job steps active at one time can be determined. As an
example, if job A uses 5 seconds, job B uses 5 seconds, and job C
uses 10 seconds of system time during a 10 second interval, there were
two jobs active at all times, since twenty seconds system time was
used in a 10 second interval. Tables at the end of the graphic output
of the program indicate the number of job steps active at one time in
each interval. Figure 14 is an example of this output.
Average number job steps was 3.560 during interval 1
Average number job steps was 2.746 during interval 2
Average number job steps was 3.807 during interval 3
Average number job steps was 0. 198 during interval 4
Figure 14. Job Steps Active at One Time
Tables are also printed for each subinterval which indicate the
number of programs executed in each of the nine program types. If
the
user wished to change the nine program types now being recorded,
the
titles for the graphs would have to be changed (they are read
in as data)
and the formats for the tables would have to be changed to the
names of
the new system programs being monitored. Figure 15 is an
example of
the tables output by SMF Graph. The variable Core-Use which
appears
in these tables is the ratio of system time used to CPU seconds
used for
each of the nine system programs. Programs with a large
Core-Use spend




Job steps recorded in interval 7
WATFOR job steps equals core use 0.0
WATFORC job steps equals core use 0.0
ALGOL steps equals core use 0.0
FORTRAN G compile steps equals 12 core use 12.867
FORTRAN LINK steps equals 19 core use 69.049
FORTRAN GO steps equals 18 core use 46.168
FORTRAN H compile steps equals core use 0.0
GPSS steps equals core use 0.0
QUICKRUN steps equals 17 core use 26.657
Figure 15. Job Steps Recorded in Each Interval
The SMF Graph program requires certain input data to ensure that
its output will parallel the output of the hardware monitor printer. The
length of each subinterval in seconds, the number of intervals being
monitored, and the starting time of the measurement experiment must be
input. The titles that appear on the top of the 18 graphs must also be
read in.
The period from 0800 until 1600 hours was selected as the interval
to be monitored. This interval was broken into thirty minute subintervals.
Due to difficulties in getting the hardware monitor attached to the com-
puter system, six days of SMF data was gathered for the 0800-1600
period before the monitor was ready. This did establish the normal work-
load of the system and vindicated certain assumptions that had been
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made. A summary of this workload is presented in Figure 16, which
shows the average 30 minute interval for each of the six days.
The most striking fact to be seen in Figure 16 is the small number
of job steps that terminate during a one half hour period. Operating
policy at this institution prevents large jobs from tying up the computer
resources during the 0800-1600 time interval that these statistics were
computed from. Day 1 on Figure 16 shows the fewest number of job steps
terminated on the average one half hour period. This is due in part to
hardware malfunctions which necessitated the curtailment of normal
operations. Days 2 and 3 are the weekend and fewer jobs are run from
0800-1600 on the weekend than during the normal week days. It appears
that about forty job steps terminating each half hour is the average work-
load for this computer center. It should be pointed out that the WATFOR
type jobs are now running under QUICKRUN, which accounts for the
small number of WATFOR type steps in the averages of Figure 16
.
E. EXPERIMENT 4
Two days during the week were used to gather hardware monitor
data and SMF data concurrently. The time interval was from 0800-1600
and the subinterval was thirty minutes. Figures 17 and 18 show the
trends of four basic system performance indicators during the experiments
The four basic indicators are: CPU Wait state, Selector Channel 2 busy,
CPU Wait state and Selector Channel 2 busy, and finally, CPU active
and Selector Channel 2 busy. The last two indicators are representative
of the time the CPU waits for a busy channel and the amount of CPU and
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Activity Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Ave.
Number of
WATFOR STEPS 0.44 0.18 0.37 1.16 0.37 0.56 0.51
WATFORC STEPS 0.00 0.06 0.25 0.33 0.12 0.18 0.16
ALGOL STEPS 0.56 1.06 0.18 0.16 0.25 0.44 0.44
FORTRAN G COMPILES 8.06 9.06 4.44 10.60 7.62 7.56 7.89
FORTRAN LINKS 8.09 12.10 7.50 13.02 10.22 10.34 10.19
FORTRAN GO STEPS 7.88 11.41 7.87 12.83 10.04 10.11 9.98
FORTRAN H COMPILES 0.00 0.06 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 10
GPSS STEPS 0.50 0.53 1.56 1.16 2.00 1.18 1.15
QUICKRUN STEPS unk. unk. 4.31 25.10 15.21 16.22 15.21


























































FORTRAN G COMPILES 10.91
FORTRAN LINKS 13.71
FORTRAN GO STEPS 26.33
FORTRAN H COMPILES 0.54
GPSS STEPS 2.90
QUICKRUN STEPS 24.44
STEPS ACTIVE AT ONCE 2.24 2.50 1.69 2.82 3.20 2.91 2.56
Note: All figures are averages for a half hour period.
* This indicates core resident time.
Figure 16. Summary of Workload
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Figure 17. Trends of Performance Indicators 1
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Figure 18. Trends of Performance Indicators 2
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channel activity overlap, respectively. Figures 17 and 18 indicate the
job stream activity in addition to the performance indicators. This en-
ables the analyst to see if a particular system program degrades system
performance
.
On both days the system was practically inactive before 1000,
thus Figures 17 and 18 do not begin to show system activity until the
end of the 1000-1030 subinterval. Unfortunately, the computer system
suffered hardware failures on both days. This resulted in less data to
record, but it showed that the computer system performance after a hard-
ware failure was the same as performance before the hardware failure.
The card reader is shut off during hardware failures and no jobs are
backlogged
.
The CPU appears to spend between 70 and 80% of the time in the
wait state. Selector Channel number two is active about 50% of the
time. The CPU is waiting for the channel to complete its work about
40% of the time. This is preliminary indication that the placement of
all direct access devices on selector channel two should be reconsidered
Further action is recommended in section IX to explore this problem area.
A multiprogramming system is designed to overlap the execution of
CPU resources with input/output operations by the selector channels.
It can be seen from Figures 17 and 18 that this is occurring only about
10% of the time the system is operating. Section DC discusses some




It is clear that even with six days of SMF data on the job stream
and two days of hardware monitoring it is difficult to tell if the computer
system is operating efficiently. Suggestions are made in section IX of
this work to continue the joint collection of SMF and hardware monitor
data.
Data from the program Hardware Graph and the program SMF Graph
were used to get some idea of the amount of CPU time that was being
used for tasks other than the execution of job steps. This CPU time
will be referred to as Overhead. The percentage of CPU active time in
a four hour period in each day of Experiment 4 was obtained from Hard-
ware Graph, from which the number of CPU seconds actually used to
process job step executions was calculated. SMF Graph provided the
data to calculate the number of CPU seconds used to process each of
the nine program types previously specified by the author as well as the
amount of CPU seconds used to process other program types, which
meant all job steps execution time was calculated. The difference be-
tween total CPU active seconds and CPU seconds used on job step exe-
cutions was Overhead. Percentage of CPU seconds devoted to Overhead
was calculated by dividing Overhead by the CPU active time during the
four hour period. Figure 19 shows the Overhead percentage and percent-
age of CPU active seconds used for each of the nine program types during
the two days of Experiment 4. Data from the periods of hardware failure


















































Figure 19. CPU Utilization (Experiment Four)
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^Appendix D contains the graphic output from day one of Experiment





IX. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
There is a real need to measure the performance of a modern compu-
ter system prior to changing its configuration, in order that the changes
will most improve the performance.
Any computer center manager who purchases a hardware monitor to
simply monitor his computer will be sadly disappointed by the results.
No answers to his operational problems will be solved by the hardware
monitor. Prior to purchasing a monitor he must prepare a program for
measuring system performance and have it firmly established. A highly
qualified systems analyst, who knows the present operations in detail,
is the ideal man to be in charge of the monitoring program. He may need
help to connect the hardware monitor, but the analyst should conduct or
direct the measurements of system performance.
Most analysis packages, data reduction programs, or report genera-
tors are simple graph and table producers which do very little reducing
and a lot of presenting of the counter outputs from the hardware monitor.
The staff at any modern computer center could easily produce reports that
are specifically tailored to the needs of that computer center. The data
analysis packages that come from the hardware monitor manufacturers are
generally not very expensive. This is more than likely because these pro-
grams do not do very much.
It appears that the management of a computer center can get immedi-
ate improvements in system performance by keeping the users informed of
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the need to use the computer efficiently. At this institution it was noticed
during the research that when a FORTRAN job fails to compile successfully,
it does not terminate its use of resources on the link and go steps.
System resources are still used to execute these steps; they are in the
system, using core and channels, when there is no need for them to be
there. A short range cure for this problem is better communication.
Management should encourage users who are just developing a program
to compile rather than compile, link, and go. A longer range cure would
be the modification of the operating system to skip link and go steps that
are to follow compilations that have failed. This may not even be possible,
but it does seem like a waste of valuable system resources to load job
steps that have no chance of executing.
Earlier it was stated that the nine program types, on which SMF
Graph collected statistics, represented about 80% of the jobs submitted
at this computer center. This fact was obtained from the monthly reports
of the computer usage that are prepared by the computer center staff.
Investigation of these reports for the last six months shows which languages
used the most computer resources. More than 60% of the jobs were either
WATFOR or FORTRAN. These jobs used about 60% of the CPU resources
for the month (September 1971). The WATFOR type jobs comprised 26.8%
of the jobs, but only used 1% of the CPU seconds. This is due to the
size of WATFOR jobs, and the efficiency of the WATFOR system in hand-
ling jobs requiring limited resources. Other FORTRAN jobs comprised
32.9% of the jobs and used 62 . 6% of the CPU resources . Many of these
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jobs are small enough to run under WATFOR. A very limited test was made
to get an approximate idea of the savings encountered when running small
FORTRAN jobs under the WATFOR system when compared to using the
FORTRAN G compiler. A typical job that executed in under eight seconds
using the FORTRAN G compiler would execute in less than two seconds
using WATFOR. (This is typical of results obtained at other 3 60 installa-
tions known to the author.) This savings of six seconds does not mean
that the user will notice a dramatic decrease in his turnaround time, but
it does make available previously wasted CPU resources. The manage-
ment of the computer center should make this information available to the
users. WATFOR is designed to execute FORTRAN jobs that are small and
that is what most of the users are submitting.
Optimizing the university computer is more difficult than optimizing
the performance of a business computer center. The university must serve
a wide variety of needs. The beginning programmer must be encouraged
to develop good programming habits. At this institution a system that
would let the user know how much of the monthly resources he used and
what those resources were worth would help develop good programming
habits. Too many times an instructor lets his students waste computer
time discovering the solution to a problem. Careful preparation prior to
initial submission of a program would save a lot of resources. Production
runs of programs just to improve the format of the output may be good for
a better grade, but such runs are a terrible waste if a few notes on the
previous output could show where the answers were located. A program
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of communication with the users and faculty should be implemented to in-
form users of the resources that one programming language uses compared
to an alternative.
The Hardware Graph program should now be modified to produce
graphs like those that appear in figures 17 and 18. The computer center
at this institution has a number of plotting utility programs which could be
used to fill this need for summary graphs of hardware activity. This set
of summary graphs would provide the analyst with trends of the hardware
activity to match the trend graphs produced by SMF Graph.
The preliminary system performance profiles presented in figures 17
and 18 indicate that the organization of data sets on selector channel 2
should be investigated. Section VII of this work detailed how to investi-
gate the performance of a selector channel. It is important that the sys-
tem performance profile be continued when measuring the performance of
the selector channel. The analyst can never assume that the system is
operating under the average load. The hardware monitor at this institution
is ideal for such dual measurement of experiments. One event monitor
can be recording the system performance profile while the second monitor
records the activity of the selector channel.
It should be noted that the implementation of Quickrun has resulted
in the drum storage unit being used under OS whenever CP/CMS is not
operating. This is meant to alleviate the heavy paging activity, but
Figures 17 and 18 clearly demonstrated that selector channel two is over-
worked whenever OS is operating. The use of the drum does not appear
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to significantly reduce the amount of time the CPU waits for selector
channel two to complete I/O.
The following sentences are a summary of the questions revealed by
this work which require further research:
1. Obtain more system performance profiles. Two days is
a trivial sample on which to base any decisions for
system changes
.
2. Present trends of performance indicators (Figures 17
and 18) to the analyst. The program SMF Graph should
be modified to produce these trend graphs.
3. Perform an experiment to determine the reason for the
high level of activity by Selector Channel 2.
4. Investigate reasons for the large CPU Wait only time
(CPU and Selector Channel both inactive) . Poor
placement of data sets may be causing large disk arm
seek times
.
5. Determine which disk is the most active on Selector
Channel 2 . What would be the effect of moving the
data sets from the busiest disk to the drum?
6. Determine if another 2314 Disk facility placed on
Selector Channel 1 would improve performance
significantly.
7. What effect would it have to use both selector channels
to the same 2314 Disk facility? Can two selector
channels connect to one 2314 Disk facility?
The many recent changes in operating procedures, system configura-
tion, and task scheduling demonstrate the continuing search this institu-
tion is conducting to achieve maximum performance from the IBM 360.
No computer center manager can ever be satisfied with current
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performance levels. He must continue to measure system activity and
improve the utilization of computer system resources.
This thesis describes the preliminary steps in optimizing the per-
formance of a university computer system using hardware and software
monitors. Although it is directed at the university computer performance
problem, many of the techniques and solutions also apply to other types
of computer systems, which probably have a less variable load. The use
of hardware and software monitors allowed the correlation of measurement
results, which lead to more meaningful indications of how to improve per-
formance. A lot of further improvement is still possible at this installa-
tion and research, using many of the techniques in this thesis, will have
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CPU UTILIZATION (EXPERIMENT 4 )






























s CM •X CM







CM X X •X -X •X •X CM
* •X X * •X •X X
X X •X * •X X •X
^T * * -X •X * •X •X X ^r
CM -X * * X * •X * X CM
* * * •X * •X * •X
* * •X X -X X •X *
o * * * •X * -X •X •X o
CM * * * •X X •X •X •X •X CM
* * * •X •X X •X •X •X X
* * * * X * •X •X * * X
to * * * * •X * •X •X •X •X •X to
r—
1
* * * * X •X •X * -X •X •X r-H
* * * * •X •X •X •X •X •X X
* * * * -X X X * •X X X
C\] * * -X * •X •X * •X •X •X * CM
i— * * * * •X X X •X •X X •X I—)
* * * * •X * X X X 4: -X
* * * * * * •X •X •X X X
CO * * * * •X •X •X •X X X X CO
* * * * X •X X •X •X X •X
* * * -X •X •X •X •X •X •X -X
* * * * * -X * •X X -X X
«* * * * -X * •X •X •X •X •X •X *tf
* * * •X •X •X X •X X X X
* * * •X X X X X -X X X
* •* * •X •X X X •X •X •X •X
CO c^ CO i-H t\ o CM en CO to en
t^ C\] CO "^ oo CO I—
1
o CO o ^r
(flniDCONNNiniDlDCO
































4c * 4c 4= 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4= 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4C 4c
* 4= 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* * 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4= 4= 4c 4: 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4: 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c +: 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c * 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4: 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4: 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c * * 4c 4c * 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4= 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4: 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c * * 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4: 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4: 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4= 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4= * 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c * 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4< 4c 4c 4c
4c 4= 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* * 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c * 4c
4c 4= 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4= 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4: * 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4:
* * 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4: * 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4= 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4= 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4< 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4= 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4< 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4: 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* * 4= 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4C 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4= 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4: 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
* 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
en CD CM CD CD O CD f> CD CD T













































































* * * •X
* * * •X *
-X * * •X * •X
* * * * X * *
* * * •X •X X •X •X
* * -X •X •X X X •X
* * * * X X •X •X *
* * * X * * X * •X •X
•X * * •X •X •X X X X X
* * * * X X * •X X X
* * * •X X X •X •X * •X
* * * * * X •X •X •X •X *
* * * * * •X •X •X •X X -X
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